Activity 5
Second level activity

Group work activity
Break your class into five groups and give out these cards to the five different groups.

Group 1
Shelbourne Team

How do you react?
What should be done to stop supporters like this?

Group 2
Shelbourne Management

You are members of the Shelbourne team management and have heard racist abuse from sections of the crowd.

How do you react?
What should be done to stop supporters like this?

Group 3
Referee

How do you react?
What should be done to stop supporters like this?

Group 4
Supporters

You are a supporter of either side and you hear racist abuse in the stadium throughout game.

How do you react?
What should be done to stop supporters like this?

Group 5
UEFA Committee

You are members of the UEFA disciplinary Committee and have seen and heard the reports of racism from spectators in Bucharest.

How do you react?
What should be done to stop supporters like this?